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ANSWERS

In 1845, what natural phenomenon attacked Ireland’s main food crop, the potato?

a) Monsoons             b) Blight             c) Floods

Between 1832 and 1860, around 15,500 migrants arrived each year from which

country?   a) Great Britain            b) France          c) Ireland

Which settler inhabited Grosse Île before the military seized it to turn it into a

quarantine centre?

a) Dr Douglas         b) Anthony Von Iffland            c) Pierre Duplain

In 1847, which disease took 10,000 lives in Canada?

a) Flu          b) Typhus or “ship fever”           c) Cholera

How long did a steamship take to cross the Atlantic in 1878?

a) 20 days               b) 30 days                     c) 12 days

In what year did the Canadian government close the Québec Harbour Commission?             

a) 1867                b) 1873                 c) 1890

In what year was it decided to close the Grosse-Île facilities and relocate its remaining

medical equipment to the Immigrant Hospital?

a) 1957        b) 1925        c) 1937

What was the common name of the Immigrant Hospital, opened in August 1897 to help

Grosse-Île in the care of foreign patients?

a) Parc Savard Hospital         b) The Québec Sanatorium       c) The Hôpital des fièvres

Who was the director of the Hôpital des fièvres in Pointe-Lévy when it opened in 1830

to heal ailing arrivals?

a) Xavier Tessier         b)  Sir Edmund Walker Head         c) Anthony Von Iffland

Which doctor left his mark by taking a more scientific approach to the quarantine

operations at Grosse-Île?

a) Frédéric Montizambert          b) Louis Pasteur         c) Princess Louise
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Name:
First name:
Phone:
Email:
Postal address:

Your comments and suggestions help us to improve content for our activity. Kindly complete this
section by circling your answers.

How did you like the activity ? 
Content:             Not interesting      -      Interesting       -      Very interesting
Difficulty:                   Easy              -        Doable           -               Difficult
Choice of topic: Not interesting      -      Interesting       -      Very interesting

Is this your first Port of Quebec Rally? Yes / No

If you have already participated in the rally, which format do you prefer?
I prefer the pedestrian rally      /     I like the 2 formats     /     I prefer the chronicles

Would you recommend it to a friend?  Yes / No

How did you hear about the Rally? 
Web site of the Port   /   Social media   /  Quoi faire à Québec   /   Family-friends    /
Other (specify): 

Comments and suggestions:

Participant Identification

Thanks for your participation and good luck in the draw!

Return both pages to: marketing@portquebec.ca


